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A GLOBAL VIEW 

q  What can I tell you about Marine Insurance or the SA market that you do not already know? 

q  Nothing. But I can tell you about the Global market, and you may be interested in that.  

q  Global Marine income is growing if you believe IUMI data. But is it really? Better counting? Is it class 
specific? What is «Marine business» anyway? 

q  Obviously Hull (incl. builders risks, yacht etc.) Cargo, some Specie, P&I and Upstream Energy are 
relatively well understood. But where does «Inland marine» in the US, «Land hull» in Holland or 
«Sondersweige» in Germany fit in? 

q  Growth wise the fundamentals of our business are good. Oil and gas prices support exploration and 
production, «fracking» in the US and proposed floating facilities indicate future strong demand. The 
global economy is expected to return to normal at some stage, and the number of bulkers is 
expected to increase by 40%, and container vessels to double by 2030.    

q  However, profitability is another thing. Last year at IUMI in San Diego last year I said it was not a 
good year to be a reinsurer. That was before Sandy. Over the last three years we have had the worst 
energy loss, the largest hull loss, the largest liability loss and the largest cargo/specie loss of all time! 
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A Global View 
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GLOBAL CARGO PREMIUM (source IUMI) 
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GLOBAL CARGO PREMIUM (source IUMI) 
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A Global View - SAANZ  

SOUTH AFRICA AUST / NZ 
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SAANZ 

è Lumped together for a good reason as the regions are very similar. 

è All old colonies with Rugby / Cricket / BBQ culture and language, everyone 
has relative there, great wine and lovely anti seasonal weather.  

è Down side is that Lloyds local market, there are scousers everywhere, and 
SA also suffers from a «same time zone problem». Aust / NZ also suffer from 
more American interest.  

è Commodity based cargo markets and Inland transit a very important element 
of the book. 

è Mainly brownwater hull, FY etc. and more yacht business than other regions, 
few fleets, little indigenous direct energy capacity. 

è Competitive. Over-serviced capacity wise and perhaps “over-broked”. Few 
mega risks. Co-operative market. MGA’s are common. «Jacks of all trades». 

è Future – more competitive, perhaps more home grown energy capacity 
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A Global View - ASIA  

ASIA 
• South East Asia 

•  Greater China 
•  Japan and Korea 

•  India &  
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ASIA 

q  COMMON FEATURES 
No common features! 
Singapore a regional R/I hub and Lloyds Apac hub. 
Stock throughput policies common in region. 
«We want to write foreign blue-water hull business» 
China, Korea and Japan probably 90% of the global total builders risk exposure 

q  SEA ( Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia & the Philippines) 
Old tonnage in some parts  
Piracy still common but nuisance 
Thai floods mainly hurt the Japanese markets. 
 

q  GREATER CHINA ( China, Hong Kong and Taiwan) 
Mainland China still driving the world economy. China has it’s own clauses, traditional practice.  
HK very cheap cargo rates, but surprisingly profitable. 
Taiwan STP demand. 
 

q  NORTH ASIA (Japan and Korea) 
Would hate to be in the same category as completely different. 
Stagnant economy. Consolidation. 
No earthquake cover on inland transits in Japan. 
Korea heavily parent directed    

q  INDIAN subcontinent ( India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Myanmar and Sri Lanka) 
India in practical terms still closed even after cargo tariff abolished.  
Poor data from the region. Sanctions issues. 
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A Global View – AMERICA  

AMERICA 
USA & Canada 
Latin America 

Bermuda 
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AMERICA 

q  USA  
Self-supporting market, own clauses own definitions. MGA’s common. 
Distinction here is Ocean-marine and Inland marine. Some inland marine policies you would call 
marine, such as inland transit and hull builders risks, some as Specie such as exhibition, some as 
engineering such as railway bridges, and some straight property such as a fairgrounds. 
 

q  CANADA 
Certain players have dis-proportionate share. MGA’s common.  

q  LATIN AMERICA ( everything south of the US border including the Caribbean) 
Brazil the big hitter here. The gold rush is on. 
Most of the other markets are smaller cargo markets, occasional large domestic container fleet or  
Tuna fleet.  

q  BERMUDA 
Really a reinsurance market so forget this. 
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A Global View - EUROPE  

EUROPE 
• UK 
• France 
• Germany 
• Benelux 
• Southern Europe 
• Scandinavia 
• Eastern Europe 
• Russia CIS  
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EUROPE 

q  UK 
All roads lead to London, the Capital. 
Still the major Hull, Energy, Liability and Specie market but slowly loosing its position on Cargo and brownwater hull. 

q  FRANCE 
Own wordings, less international hull now, almost no energy written. 

q  GERMANY 
Basically a cargo market. 
Five classes of marine business. Some classes are clearly marine or specie, but some clearly non-marine such as 
travel agent deposits and event cancellation. 
Rolling stock is a large part of the inland hull book. 
Most business transacted through MGA type arrangements. 

q  BENELUX 
Lots of commodity trader business. 
«Land Hull» are cranes and construction equipment. Engineering risk?  

q  SOUTHERN EUROPE ( Portugal, Spain, Italy Greece ) 
Strong hull market in Italy for «Mediterranean tonnage» 
 

q  SCANDINAVIA 
Basically a Hull and P&I market with some high valued Cargo placements. 

q  EASTERN EUROPE 
Some developed e.g. Poland and others still struggling. 

q  RUSSIA & CIS 
International hull written, naval contract builders risks require huge capacities. 
Old energy infrastructure being improved. 
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 MIDDLE EAST and AFRICA  

MIDDLE EAST and 
AFRICA 
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MIDDLE EAST and Africa ( ex SA) 

q  Just like Asia, the countries are so diverse it is wrong to put them all together. 

q  MIDDLE EAST (Turkey, GCC, MENA and Arab states) 
Turkey - overaged tonnage, sanctions issues. 
GCC - heavily dependant on Oil and Gas. Overserviced now.  
MENA – often French wordings and practice 
ARAB States – again Energy related Each one different   

q  AFRICA (ex SA) 
Underdeveloped economically which effects the premium volume. Some exceptions 
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TAKE AWAYS 
q  Emerging markets are catching up, but it is not consistent, e.g. Brazil real growth but India is stagnant. 

q  Capacity is being constantly repatriated. London is slowly loosing it’s dominance on cargo and hull as local 
markets develop capability. 

q  Sanctions are the new weapon. Expect more. 

q  Cargo has slowly morphed from a high frequency account into a high severity account.  
More uninsured cargo than in any time in history. 

q  More demand for unlimited duration stock cover and stock throughput. Commodities vs. Manufactured 
goods. 

q  Despite what everybody says, the hull market is completely verticle. Everyman for himself. 

q  We cannot rely on limitations, particularly in respect of pollution. 

q  You are not alone. Lots of people around the world doing something similar to you but with subtle 
differences. 

q  No consistency of understanding, so your income as a part of the global is probably bigger than it appears. 


